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hotline on +49 2242 - 969 59 60 or send
us an e-mail to support@smatrix.sys-
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WELCOME TO SMATRIX

Dear Customer,  
 
First of all we would like to thank you for choosing our 
software smatrix and for the trust you have placed in 
us. In the following lines you will get a short insight into 
the development of smatrix.  
 
Founded in 1994, dawin has specialized in the de-
velopment of Human Software from the very begin-
ning. For us, Human Software means on the one hand 
that the actual technology takes a back seat and on 
the other hand that the applications or machines work 
reliably.  
 
Furthermore, we put the user with all his needs and 
abilities in the center of our considerations.  
 
smatrix is a unique speech recognition software for 
data collection by voice that works completely offline. 
The official market launch was in 2017, the develop-
ment of the software started already in 2014.  
 
smatrix listens to your voice - and inserts your values, 
directly into your spreadsheet. Now switching between 
rows in the table and having to make corrections is a 
thing of the past. You also avoid having to constantly 
change focus, which noticeably optimizes your data 
entry process. It's not only intelligent, but also safe and 
efficient. In a voice dialog, the software guides you 
through the experiment while data is being collected.  
 
smatrix keeps your hands and eyes free - you can con-
centrate on the essentials of your work. 
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SMATRIX 2.5 - NEW FEATURES

Our current release smatrix 2.5 offers you new possibilities in 
trial management. 
 
Working with dictionaries: When importing trials, pronunciati-
ons and representations for the imported traits must be assig-
ned. This information is stored in a dictionary and reused for 
the next import 
so that you do not have to enter them again. 
Now you can use the export/import function to transfer the 
locally stored dictionary to another device. 

New dialog setting "Confirmations": For voice commands 
that set/delete more than one value smatrix asks whether the 
command should be executed. This is e.g. the case with the 
command "Fill trial unit with not available". 
If you use the dialog setting "Confirmations off", 
in these voice commands will be executed directly without 
any prompting for confirmation. 
This also means if "position off" is used, there will be no more 
forced position prompts. In case e.g. of a line change a dou-
ble beep is played.

Apart from smatrix itself we have improved our service by 
introducing the "smatrix academy". 
Here you learn how to configure and use smatrix in short 
practical online training modules. 
The subjects cover everything you need to know about wor-
king with smatrix, from the first start up to becoming a smatrix 
expert. 
 
 
Should you have any further questions, we will support you 
through our other information channels: 
 
FAQ: 
https://smatrix.systems/en/android/faq-agroscience-for-andro-
id 
 
Support: 
support@smatrix.systems 

https://smatrix.systems/en/android/faq-agroscience-for-android
https://smatrix.systems/en/android/faq-agroscience-for-android
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INSTALLING SMATRIX

• Please search for "smatrix" or "smatrix agrosci-
ence" in the Google PlayStore and install it like any 
other app from there.

• smatrix requires the following hardware for smooth 
and reliable operation: 

 
Minimum requirements:

• Smartphone or Tablet with Android 8
• 2 GB RAM
• 500MB free storage (for one language package)

Recommended:
• Smartphone or Tablet with Android 12
• 4 GB RAM
• >500MB free storage

Recommended Headset:
• USB-C or Micro USB connection
• Noise Cancelling
• Windprotection

Optional:
• Bluetooth
• Mute button on the headset

Please use if possible a headset with USB port, as jack 
plugs can rotate in the jack, which can cause interference 
noises. Likewise, the microphone built into your device is 
not suitable for enabling interference-free speech recogni-
tion. 

It is also important that the microphone is positioned 
correctly to the mouth. Please refer to the instructions 
for your headset. A good rule of thumb is to position 
the microphone about a finger's width below the 
mouth. For current hardware recommendations, plea-
se refer to our website: https://smatrix.systems/service/ 
headsets

1

https://smatrix.systems/service/ headsets
https://smatrix.systems/service/ headsets
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APP PERMISSIONS
 

• Allow smatrix to access photos, media and files, 
so that trials can be saved on your device (this is 
mandatory for smatrix to work). 
 
Allow smatrix to record audio, so that the speech-
commands can be used. 
 
Allow smatrix to make and manage phone calls so 
that incoming calls during a trial will not interfere 
with the speech input. 
 

• If a permission has been denied, it can be given at 
a later point: 
 
Android settings > Apps > smatrix > Permissions 
 

2
     smatrix requires the following three permissions for unrestricted use. Telephone  
and Storage permission will be requested when starting smatrix for the first time. Micro-
phone permission will be checked when opening a trial for the first time.  If one of the 
above permissions is not granted, specific features will not be available.

2

1

1

2
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CHOOSING A LANGUAGE
 

When you start smatrix for the first time, you will be asked 
to select a language in which you want to use smatrix. You 
can change the language later at any time using the set-
tings menu      .

There is an icon next to each language, which indicates 
whether you have already downloaded the language. As 
soon as the language has been downloaded, the icon 
disappears.

If you want to change your language later you can press 
the slider button in the trial list and then select "Language". 

3

• ATTENTION: A trial can only be used in the langua-
ge in which it was created. Changing the language 
within a trial is not possible. 

1

1

     Please note that an internet connection is required to 
download the languages. We recommend to use a WiFi 
connection due to the size of the language packs.
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2              

LICENSE
 

• Enter your product key here to use smatrix. 

• If you do not have a product key yet, you can contact 
us to purchase a key. 

• If smatrix was reinstalled on the current device, the 
product key can be restored. 

• smatrix can be tested free of charge with all features for 
30 days! 

The trial license ends automatically after 30 days. In the 
meantime, as well as after the 30 days, you can choose to 
subscribe at any time.

Upgrade trial license

The „Upgrade Now-Button“ appears after 
30 days of trial. 
You can then enter a license key and convert 
the test license into a full version    .

If you like smatrix we would appreciate a 
recommendation     .

 

4
1

1

2

1

2

1              

2

1              

4.1
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THE SETTINGS MENU 

When you are in the trial list screen, the „Slider button“ 
takes you to the settings menu. Here you find:
• the Help menu     , 
• information about you smatrix version     ,  
• the dictionary import / export      ,
• the language settings     ,
• our feedback channels       .

5
1

1

Help menu

In the help menu you will find:
• a list of the speech commands
• a link to this manual
• information about new functions

 

2

3

4

5    

2

5

3

4

6    

6    

• New feature "Dictionary": When importing trials 
dictionaries, pronunciations and representations for 
the imported traits must be assigned. This information 
is stored in a dictionary and reused for the next import 
so that you do not have to enter it again. 
Now you can use the export/import function to transfer 
the locally stored dictionary to another device. 
dictionary to another device.

5.1
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SMATRIX ACADEMY
In order to introduce you to the usage of 
smatrix by means of practical 
examples, we have launched a new 
a new service for you: 
the smatrix academy.
 
Here you can access any time and
free of charge for smatrix customers
the various learning modules on a profes-
sional learning platform. Learn about all 
the smatrix features
without time pressure or the need for an 
appointment for a personal training.
Simply click on the "doctor's hat" symbol
or go to our homepage at
https://academy.smatrix.systems to select 
the desired topic. You need to register 
once on the platform to gain access to all 
learning content.

Additonally you can still accomplish our 
speech turorial to exercise entering data 
with smatrix in a practical example.

6

1

2

2

1
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SPEECH COMMANDS

The list of voice commands can be opened via:

• Settings menu > Help > Speech commands
• In trial view (three dots     ) > Speech commands

Individual speech commands can be
tapped to expand further information and
details. 
 

7

1

1

2

2
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You can scroll through all the commands to get an over-
view. If you are looking for a specific command, you can 
use the links      to jump directly to the following sections: 

• Dialog
• Navigation
• Value input  
• Subsamples 

and view the descriptions of the speech commands.

 

3
3
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The trial list 

After starting smatrix you wil automatically 
see the trial list. This is your central work-
space where you can enter most of the 
functions and all of your trials. You will find 
here:
• The settings menu     .
• Create or import a new trial     .
• Finding a trial in your list     .
• The trial list with the corresponding date 

stamp    . Note that imported trials carry 
additional information about their origin 
and number of executions     .

• Trials which were created in different 
languages are greyed out     .

• A green or grey dot in front of the trial 
indicates whether the trial has already 
been exported with the current data.

Edit or copy a trial 

An existing trial can be edited or copied by 
first swiping it to the left , followed by tap-
ping the "Pencil"     or the „Copy button“    . 

A trial copy keeps the trial structure and
traits of the original but discards any values
or data. 

The name of the trial copy can be chan-
ged. Trial structure and traits can also be
edited.
Please note: imported trials can not be 
copied.

The red "Trash-Button" will irrevocably     
erase your trial     .

8

8.2

1 2

8.1
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TRIAL LIST
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THE TRIAL WORKFLOW

With our new smatrix version 2.4, you can now easily im-
port trials from trial management systems or create them in 
smatrix and pass them on to other users. 
 
This means that it is no longer necessary to manually crea-
te a trial on each device before data acquisition can start. 
A seamless integration of smatrix in your trial management 
software is now achieved (the supported TMS are listed in 
the following chapter).
 
The following graphic shows schematically how the import/
export option works.  
 

With this workflow you can conveniently collect the data for 
your trial in smatrix via voice input. smatrix handles now e.g. 
different execution dates and advanced features like multi-
level traits.
After the data has been collected, export the DCI file from 
smatrix and import it back into your trial management sys-
tem.

9
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE IMPORT FROM 
A TRIAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

smatrix currently supoorts the import of test structures for
three trial management systems:
- piaf
- PRISM
- EasyBreed

In order for the smatrix interface DCI to process the test 
structure the trial must be exported as a DCI file by the trial 
management software.
Please refer to the manual of you trial management soft-
ware if you are not sure how to set up a suitable trial.

The exported file must then be transferred via file transfer 
from a cloud service, via e-mail, Bluetooth or PC to the de-
vice where the trial is to be carried out.

In the next step the trial structure can be imported into 
smatrix as described in the following chapter and the data 
collection with smatrix can start.

The export and re-import of the collected data is done 
analogously.

 

10
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1

2 3

IMPORTING TRIALS

Starting the import

To import a preconfigured trial please press 
the black plus-button. 1

This opens a menu where you can choose 
between the import option and creating a 
new trial manually (see chapter 12). 2

Clicking on "Import from DCI" opens the 
file manager of your smartphone. Here you 
can either select a locally stored DCI file or 
access a cloud service. 3  

Import dialog

When you have selected the file for import, 
the "define names" menu opens, depending 
on the previous configuration. 
Here you can add your own pronunciations 
to the imported designations or change the 
existing values.

There are three designation options per 
hierarchy level / trait:
• Representation:  this should correspond to 

the header in your table. 1

• Speech output: here you define what you 
will hear from smatrix. 2

• Speech input: here you define which words 
you can say to address the corresponding 
value. 3  

After choosing your desginations you can 
conclude the dialog with  "Done" 4  and 
start collecting data.

1

2

3

4

I    These designation options for representation, 
language output and input are also used when 
creating your own traits.

11.1

11.2

11
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Restrictions when working with imported trials

In order to ensure the consistency of test setups across 
multiple users and to enable seamless further processing, 
imported trials are subject to some restrictions in contrast 
to locally created ones.

These are:
• Hierarchy levels are immutable
• The order of imported traits is unchangeable
• Imported traits are immutable:

• No deleting
• No change of value ranges
• No change of number of samples

• Imported trials can not be copied
• Imported complementary data cannot be changed 

Despite of that, the following settings can still be 
be made:
• Add new traits with 

• any value ranges
• definable subsample numbers
• option to delete added traits again

• Designations and pronunciations of the imported 
traits and hierarchy levels can be edited

• Use DCI files as templates:
• you can import a DCI file unlimited times
• each import generates a new trial - independent of 

previous imports
• Add complementary data fields

11.3
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CREATING A TRIAL
 
A new trial can be created by tapping the black
"Plus button“       and selecting the option "create".

Name

Names       must not be duplicates of existing
trials. You can only use letters and numbers in names, 
since emojis might cause errors when exporting
the trial. 

12

12.1

1

1

2

2
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Complementary data (former trial 
info)
 
Information such as BBCH stage, the lo-
cation or the cultivar may now be added 
directly in the trial view.  

Important: the configuration of the com-
plementary data is only possible after the 
completion of the trial configuration from the 
trial view.

To do this, open the "Complementary data" 
menu and start the creation of new entries 
via the black "Plus button".        This will take 
you to the catalog, where existing data fields 
can be selected or new ones can be created 
- again via the black "Plus Button".

Here you can name your new data field 
(input via keyboard)  3   and select a value 
range.

 

12.2

     When exporting the trial as a XLSX file, the compmenta-
ry data will be inserted into the table’s header. CSV export 
does not account for any trial info. When exporting as DCI file 
you may pass on the complementary data fields to another 
device, too.

2

1

1

2

3

4

4
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"Complementary data" can contain word lists, dates or 
numerical values, which can be created or selected as a 
value range.

You can access both the function for creating a word list 
and for defining numerical values with the "Plus button".

After creating a new value range, it will appear in the 
selection list. 

After saving the name and value range of the comple-
mentary data, you can use the option when collecting 
data.
Therefore you open the "Complementary data" menu 
and select contents of the activated data fields or make 
text entries opening the function from the trial view.

1

2

     Please note that "complementary data" can only be      
entered via keyboard. Control via voice commands is not 
supported. Entered values must match the selected value 
range. 

1

2
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Importing your trial structure from 
an Excel file

Until now, it was not possible to imple-
ment trial structures with free numbering 
in smatrix. The hierarchy levels always had 
to consist of numerically ascending values. 
Skipping number ranges or non-ascending 
sequences were not configurable. Likewise, 
the number of values of the different hierar-
chy levels always had to be symmetrical.

With the import of trial structures, randomi-
zed trials with a wide variety of value ran-
ges are now also possible     .
Additional information in alphanumeric form 
is displayed, but cannot be used for naviga-
tion        .

1

1

   Creating your trial structure   
 Basically, the trial structure can be created in three different ways:
1. Import of the trial structure (hierarchy levels) from an Excel or .csv file.
2. Import of the complete trial from a trial management software or from another smatrix user 

(see Chapter 11)
3. Manual creation completely in smatrix via the "Create Trial" menu (see Chapter 12.4)

2

1

3

3

2

12.3
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Importing a trial structure   
 
Create your trial in Excel 1  :  
Create your trial structure with all relevant 
hierachy levels in an Excel or csv file.
The file should meet the following conditi-
ons:
• All required data must be found on one 

sheet.
• If the Excel file has several sheets you 

can select the appropriate sheet.
• The column names are read from the 

first filled row. 
• Up to three columns can be created as 

hierarchy levels and made speakable.
• Column names and values must be uni-

que. Values need to be natural numbers 
between 0 and 999999

• Additional columns that contain a 
header and values below are imported 
as information and can be viewed by 
tapping the trial unit. This information is 
also taken into account during export. 

All contents of the Excel table that do not 
comply with these specifications will be 
ignored during the import.
Now send the file to your smartphone.

Importing trial structure in smatrix:  
Tap the big "Plus Button" and select    
"Create".

Your are entering the menu "Create Trial". 
Name your trial      and tap the "IMPORT" 
button.

1

2

4

3
2

3

4
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Next, the file manager or cloud service 
installed on your device will open and you 
can select the file from the folder where you 
placed it.

If your Excel file contains multiple sheets, 
you will be asked to select the correct 
sheet.

After that you can select the hierarchy       
levels to be considered. 
Attention: Columns that are only identified 
as information do not appear here.

After you have added traits to the trial (see 
chapter 12.5), it will be created with the im-
ported hierarchy levels. 
If you tap on the area with the hierarchy 
levels in the trial view, the additional infor-
mation will be displayed.

5

5

6

7

7

8

8

6
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Manual trial set up
 
The trial set up can consist of one to three 
hierarchically organized levels.

Tapping the „+ Hierarchy Level“ button      
takes you to the catalog where existing 
elements can be selected, or new ones can 
be created. 

A new hierarchy level can be created by 
tapping the black „Plus button“      . Each 
hierarchy level requires a name.

This name can be supplemented with alter-
native names for speech input and output 
(„Import dialog“ on page 16)

12.4

1

2

2

1

• Create names:  
In the first step, the name of the hierar-
chy level is defined. Alternative voice 
outputs and inputs can also be created 
here (see chapter "Import dialog" on 
page 16). 

The number of trial units       per hierarchy 
level is defined by the start and end value.

The maximum is 10,000.

 

4

3

4

3
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The "Ear button":

The „Ear button“      can be used to check whether the
name is read out correctly.

If that is not the case, the name       can be edited, disre-
garding correct spelling.

2 

1

2

1

Multilevel Traits:

With version 2.2 of smatrix multilevel traits are being sup-
ported (see chapter 13.3).
These multilevel traits are only available when importing 
a trial from a trial management software.
They cannot be configured or changed.
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The order of the hierarchy levels can be changed using
the „Arrow buttons“      . 

Hold down the Arrow button and move the hierarchy level
to the desired position.

If you wish to edit the hierarchy level as such tap on the 
entry. This will show the symbols for editing or deleting the 
specific element     .     

 
     
 

     Note: When using a trial from an imported DCI file it is 
not possible to alter the order of the trial units or to delete 
one of them.

1

1

2

2
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Traits
 
The trait maximum is 99 for each trial.

Tapping the „+ Traits“ button       shows the 
catalog, where you can select existing traits 
or create new ones.
Using the check boxes      , several traits
can be selected to add them simultaneously.

Tapping the „Choose button“      adds all
selected traits.

Existing traits can be edited by tapping on
them in the catalog.

Traits can be deleted from the catalog by
swiping left. Deleting a trait from the catalog
does not affect trials which contain the
deleted trait.

New traits can be added to the catalog
using the black „Plus button“      .

A trait requires a name and a value range     .
Alternative names can be specified, if requi-
red.

12.5

1

1
2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5
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Create trait

First of all, tapping on the upper area      
again gives the trait a name (which should 
be equivalent to the representation in your 
trial). 

You can also define alternative speech     
inputs and -outputs here (see chapter 12.1)

Now you can define the value range     . 

Create value ranges

You can define numerical or word value 
ranges.

Select the appropriate value range from 
the predefined list or use the black "Plus 
button"      to create a new, freely defined, 
value range.

Using the "Dropdown menu"      you can 
choose between "Numerical value range" 
and "Wordset value range".

12.5.1

12.5.2

1

3

4

4

2

1

3 2

5

5
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Switching/editing the value range

By tapping on an existing value range, you 
can switch it or edit      . 

Using the Dropdown menu      you can se-
lect between "Numerical value range" and 
"Wordset value range".

If you need "date" as value range please 
select this from the "choose value range" 
list.

12.5.3

When editing, you can freely define the "numerical 
value ranges" with a start and end value      ! 

You can also determine the "step size"      . 

The step size is the value that is added up from the 
start value until the end value is reached.

You can also enter decimal numerical values here, e.g. 
1.25. Then, for example, the following values would be 
permitted: 0; 1.25; 2.5; 3.75 ... 100.

1

2

1

2

4

4
3

3
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If you have selected a wordset value range, you can create a 
freely defined list of words to describe your trait     .

You can also define alternative names and speech input/outputs for 
each word, for example round/rounded      . To do this, click on one 
word in the list.

Via picker or voice you can then select one of these words when col-
lecting data for a trait refering to this value range.

12.5.3
1

2

1
2
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Editing traits

The order of the traits can be changed by using the
„Arrow buttons“      .
Hold down the Arrow button and move the trait to the
desired position.

More options for editing a trait can be found by tapping 
on the entry. Three symbols appear beneath the trait 
name which are:
• Hide trait
• Edit trait
• Delete trait

1

1

2

2

3

3

12.5.4

     Note: When using a trial from an imported DCI file it is 
not possible to alter the order of the traits or to delete one 
of them.

3

3
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Subsamples

If you would like to record more than one 
value per trial unit for some traits, you can 
set up subsamples. 

To do this, use the "Subsamples" section, 
which is activated using the switch 1  . 

When subsamples are activated, a separa-
te section opens where you will see all the 
traits in your trial listed again. Behind each 
trait, there is an input field where you can 
change the number of subsamples.

Select the relevant field and use the keyboard to enter the 
number of subsamples you want to use for this trait in the trial.

Depending on the type of keyboard used on your smart-
phone, press "next" / a small arrow      to jump to the 
input field for the subsamples of the next trait. If you 
have activated subsamples, multiple subsamples must be 
activated for at least one trait. If you do not want to use 
subsamples, deactivate them using the same switch     .

Once you have set up the subsamples as desired, you can 
save and open the trial via "create".

1

12.6

    Important: Adjacent traits with the same number of sub-
samples are automatically interpreted as a group. Using 
the settings in 14.2 you can set whether you wish to enter 
subsample data for each trait in turn within a group.

1

2

2
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TRIAL VIEW
 

Basics

13

13.1
The grey area      on the left shows the 
name and numbering of the trial units. 
Tapping “<>”      or the trial unit names 
(e.g. “Repetition”
and “Treatment”), respectively, will enlar-
ge and reduce the grey area.

Tapping the name of trait      will show its 
corresponding value range.

Tapping the trial unit numbering while 
the ID column is minimized will show its 
full name.

1

1

2

3

2

3

ID column area (foldable)

The trial view in smatrix is structured ana-
logously to an Excel table.

Above the trial you now find the new 
"complementary data" menu. 
In the first column you will find the na-
me(s) of the hierarchy level(s).
The traits are displayed in the top row.

The active cell for data entry is marked in 
green. 4

1

1

2
2

3

3

4
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Trial information

In the case of imported trials, additional information on 
trial units or traits provided by the trial management sys-
tem can be displayed.
To see the information simply tap on the corresponding 
trial unit or trait and the corresponding information will be 
displayed      .

13.2

1

1

Multilevel traits (Leaf levels)

smatrix 2.2 now also supports multi-level traits - if they 
are provided by your trial management software.

The traits can have a maximum of 4 levels.

In this example screen the trait EPPO Code "NNNNN" is 
being combined with the trait "Leaf Spots" and can be  
assigned to a leaf level like "F0".

13.3
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If a headset is connected, the Microphone 
button       is framed in green and “Barge 
in” is available.

Wichtig:
Make sure that when using a headset, the 
headphone symbol is displayed in the circ-
le. Only then the device has been correct-
ly recognized and is used by smatrix for 
voice input. 
If the microphone symbol is displayed, only 
the internal microphone of the smartphone 
is in use.

2

2

Starting and pausing the speech control 

Start smatrix speech control by using the voice
command “Listen” or tapping the 
„Microphone button“     .

Tapping the button again or the voice command
“Pause” terminates speech input.

1

1

14.1

COLLECTING DATA WITH SMATRIX 14
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 If no headset is connected, the „Microphone button“      is 
framed in yellow. 

The option “Barge in” is not available     .

1

     A list of all voice commands is available by tapping 
the three dots and then "Speech commands"      . 
Please note that smatrix understands these commands 
„unambiguously“ and may be interrupted by natural pauses 
or filler words like “uhh” and “ohh” etc. We recommend 
training your pronunciation in advance with the „SPEECH 
Tutorial“ page 10  or sample trials.

If "Barge in" is deactivated or not available, the button is 
outlined in red      during speech playback. You can only 
speak a new voice command or a value when smatrix has 
finished speaking and the color changes back to yellow / 
green. If you start during the voice output (e.g. the "Echo" of 
the previous value, a "Position Feedback" or a prompt when 
deleting values), voice commands (or part of the command) 
cannot be recognized.

2

1

3

3

2

2

2
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Navigation Settings

The Navigation Settings bar is located at the bottom of
the screen     .   

It can be expanded by tapping the triangle     .

Each of the three settings can be activated at any time 
by voice command or tapping.

14.2

1

1

2

2

     The Navigation Settings change depending on whether 
you are using subsamples or not. More on this in the 
following pages.

Navigation Settings without subsamples          Navigation Settings with subsamples 
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All traits / single trait

If your trial has subsamples configured, you are presented with a different option here 
(see next point: "Collect together / individually"):

• If “All traits” is activated, smatrix switches to the next trait of the current trial unit, i.e. 
progress is row-wise. 

• If “Single trait” is activated, smatrix switches to the next trial unit but stays within the 
current trait, i.e. progress is column-wise. 

The speech commands “All traits” and “Single trait” can be used at any time to adjust
this setting as needed.
 

Collect together / individually

All traits of a trial unit are filled before proceeding to the next one (like the "All traits" All traits of a trial unit are filled before proceeding to the next one (like the "All traits" 
optionoption  for trials without subsamples).for trials without subsamples).

• When "Collect together" is selected, you collect the subsample data within a group 
using a sequence of alternating traits. 

• When "Collect individually" is selected, first you collect all the subsample data for 
one trait in your current trial unit, then you go through the subsamples again to en-
ter data for the next trait. Groups are ignored. 

This option can be changed at any time by using the speech command “Collect toge-
ther" or "Collect individually".

(TRIALS WITHOUT SUBSAMPLES):14.2.1

14.2.2

   Trials with subsamples require an adapted view. Please see „Trial View with sub-
samples“ on page 40  , for a detailed explanation. 

(TRIALS WITH SUBSAMPLES):
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Automatic progress on / off

If “Automatic progress” is activated, the next cell is automatically selected after enter-
ing a value.

If “Automatic progress” is deactivated, the user has to say “Next” to move the trial
unit/trait or tap to switch to another cell.

The speech commands “Automatic progress on” and “Automatic progress off” can
be used at any time to adjust this setting as needed.

Skipping cells on / off

If “Skipping cells” is activated, cells already containing data are skipped.

If “Skipping cells” is deactivated, cells already containing data can be selected and
any new value overwrites existing data.

The speech commands “Skipping cells on” and “Skipping cells off” can be used at
any time to adjust this setting as needed.

14.2.3

14.2.4
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Entering values by voice

Value ranges and pronunciation

The values that can be entered by voice depend on the defined value range of the trait 
at your current position.

  

"Unavailable": This special entry can be used in any cell, regardless of the value ran-
ge defined for the trait. "Unavailable" can be used to indicate that there is no meaning-
ful value to be entered in that cell.

Numbers can basically be spoken as a whole number or as a sequence of digits, 
so you can say "fifty-five" or "five five" to enter "55". This is especially useful for similar 
sounding numbers like 15 / 50 and 14 / 40.

Decimal places must be spoken digit by digit, e.g. "Zero point two six" → 0.26

Values for the value range "Date" can be entered in different ways:

• Day, month, year  
→ e.g. "Second of January two thousand ten" 

• Month, day, year 
→ e.g. "January second, two thousand ten" 

• Day, month number, year (ONLY UK, Australian and Indian English) 
→ e.g. "Eight nine two thousand ten" results in September eighth 2010  
If the year is not mentioned, the date will be completed with the current year. 

• Month number, day, year (ONLY US English) 
→ e.g. "Eight nine two thousand ten" results in August nineth 2010  
If the year is not mentioned, the date will be completed with the current year. 

• "Day before yesterday" / "Yesterday" / "Today" / "Tomorrow" / "Day after tomorrow" 
→ The corresponding date is saved in the trial.

Wordset value range: Words e.g. "angled", "cordate" can be spoken. Alternative names 
for a word (→ round, oral) can also be specified.

 

14.3

14.3.1

    Tip: Complete the second chapter of the speech tutorial to learn how to enter values.
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Filling several cells at once

Sometimes it is useful to enter the same value in several cells. The following speech 
commands can be used for this purpose:

"Fill with <value>"
The current trait of the current trial unit is filled with the spoken value. If subsamples 
are configured for the trait, this applies to all subsamples. Only empty cells are filled; 
existing values remain unchanged.

"Fill trial unit with <value>"
All traits for the current trial unit are filled with the specified value. Only empty cells are 
filled. For traits with subsamples, this applies to all subsamples.

.

"Fill <trait> with <value>"
All empty cells of the specified trait for all trial units are filled with the specified value. 
This applies to all samples of the trait. Only empty cells are filled. → e.g. "Fill mildew with 
not available".

"<Number> times <value>"
The spoken value is entered for the next <number> (between 1 and 999) cells. → e.g. 
"Ten times fifty-five"

14.3.2

   Important: This command ignores the navigation settings 14.2.1 "All traits / sing-
le traits" and 14.2.4 "Skipping cells on / off"! 

  Note: This only makes sense if the value is valid for all the traits. If a value is 
not valid for a certain trait, the operation will terminate at this point.

   Important: This command uses the following Navigation Settings!
• "„All traits / single trait“" (page 35)  

• "„Skipping cells on / off“" (page 36)  : If this option is turned off, existing 
values are overwritten.
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Speech navigation during the trial

In addition to „Automatic progress“, a trait can be directly navigated to at any time 
by voice command by saying the trait name or, if available, the alternative name. 
The same applies to the control of any trial unit.

Any cell can be directly navigated to by using its combination of trial unit and trait 
(e.g. “Object 1, Parcel 1, Plant 2, Pest severity”)      .

„Next/previous trial unit“
Jumps automatically to the next/previous trial unit.

„Next/previous subsample“
Only available if subsamples are configured. Jumps to the next/previous subsamp-
le of the current trait in the current trial unit.

Subsample <Number>
Only available if subsamples are configured. Jumps to the sample with the corre-
sponding number.

1

14.4

1
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Trials with subsamples

Trials containing subsamples require more space to display 
information on the collected subsamples. To keep things 
clear, we have therefore developed two different views that 
show more or less details of the trial.

Voice input is always possible, regardless of which view you 
are using.

Trial View with subsamples

• This is the familiar view you know from trials without 
subsamples. 

• In this view, a counter is displayed for traits with sub-
samples. It shows how many subsamples have been 
collected so far and the total number of subsamples to 
be collected. The individual values are not immediately 
visible. 

• Use this view to get an overview of the current posi-
tion if you are primarily using the voice interface.

14.5

14.5.1
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Subsamples View

• If you want to view the values of the individual subsamples, you can switch to 
Subsamples View by tapping the current cell      .  

• You can see the name of the current trial unit      , the same counter      you see in 
Trial View, and all individual subsamples of the trait      .  

• To leave Subsamples View, use the back arrow       in the navigation bar. 

• If you want to enter a value using the keyboard, tap the active cell again here      .

14.5.2

1

1

2

2

3

3

5

6

4

4

6

5
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Progress 

smatrix always proceeds through all traits of a trial unit 
before switching to the next trial unit (like "All traits" for 
trials without subsamples).

Adjacent traits with the same number of subsamples are 
automatically interpreted as a group. This can be used to 
change the sequence in which you proceed. See the follo-
wing examples:

→ Without grouping
There are no adjacent traits with the same number of 
subsamples. You proceed in the same way from one trait 
to the next.

Example: Progress without grouping

Leaf rust has 50 subsamples, growth height has 10 subsam-
ples and phytotoxity has just 1. smatrix proceeds from one 
trait to the next for the next trial unit     :  

• 50 times leaf rust
• 10 times growth height
• once phytotoxicity 

You then proceed in the same order for the next trial unit.

14.5.3

1

1
I.1
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→ With grouping  
There are adjacent traits with the same number of sub-
samples, which automatically form a group.

The setting 14.2.2 "Collect together / individually" de-
termines whether the grouping should affect your data 
collection sequence.

Example: Progress with grouping 

Leaf rust and mildew each have 10 subsamples, phytoxi-
city has 1 subsample.  
 
→ When "Collect individually"      is selected, the se-
quence is exactly the same as in trials without grouping: 

• 10 times leaf rust
• 10 times mildew
• once phytotoxicity

→ When "Collect together"      is selected, first the sub-
samples that are grouped together are filled using a 
sequence of alternating traits. ONLY THEN other traits 
that do not belong to the group are filled (in this case 
phytoxicity): 

• Aphids (1/20)
• Flowering (1/20)
• Aphids (2/20)
• Flowering (2/20)
• ...
• Aphids (20/20)
• Flowering (20/20)
• Phytoxicity

1

 14.5.3

2

2

I.2

2

1

1
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Subsample countdown

If you use the dialog setting "Position on", smatrix always states the subsample num-
ber when it proceeds to the next subsample. 

If you have many subsamples to fill, this can be rather time consuming. So many sma-
trix users select "Position off" to speed up their work. To still keep you informed how 
many subsamples remain to be collected, smatrix reads out a subsample count-
down. 

smatrix lets you know the number of subsamples still to be filled and the number 
already collected:

smatrix makes an announcement
• every 10 subsamples,
• when just 5 subsamples remain to be filled,
• when just 1 subsample remains to be filled. 

14.5.4

Deleting a value / Correcting an entry

“Clear” clears the selected cell.

“Clear trial unit” clears all values of the selected row, after the prompt has been confir-
med (including subsamples).

“Clear <trait>” (e.g. “Clear Phytotoxicity”) clears all values for the specified trait, after
the prompt has been confirmed (including subsamples).

“Correction” selects the cell in which a value has been previously entered. Any new
value will overwrite the existing value.

“Correction <value>” (e.g. “Correction 50”) replaces the value of the previous cell with 
the specified value.

14.6

(10/50)  → „40 subsamples left" 
(20/50) → „30 subsamples left" 
(30/50) → „20 subsamples left" 
(40/50) → „10 subsamples left" 
(45/50) → „5 subsamples left"
(49/50) → "1 subsample left" 
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14.7

     Voice input is not possible while using the keyboard for 
data entry. Also note, that data entry via keyboard is not 
available when your smartphone is in landscape format. 

Data entry via keyboard

Sometimes it's not possible to enter values by voice e.g. if 
the battery of the headset is empty or your voice needs a 
break. In such a case you can enter a value using the key-
board. To do this, tap the cell that is already active      .1

1

      Warning: There are limits to the "Undo" and "Redo" commands: 

• A maximum of 100 operations are temporarily stored in the undo history. 

• The undo history is only available as long as your trial is open. If you exit 
and reopen a trial, you will not be able to undo previous operations!

"Undo": This reverses the last operation that changed any values. So you can remo-
ve values you have entered or restore values you have deleted. It also works for 
speech commands that enter multiple values (see „Filling several cells at once“ 
page 41 ) and values you have entered using the keyboard.

"Redo" restores any operation you have reversed using the speech command "Undo".
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The cell then turns white (with a green border)       and 
contains a flashing cursor. The keyboard of your cell pho-
ne opens     .

If the current trait contains subsamples, tapping the cur-
rent cell once opens Subsamples View. If you then tap 
the current cell again in Subsamples View, you can enter 
data for the subsample using the keyboard.

Enter values   using the keyboard

Now you can enter the desired value with the keyboard. 
Depending on the value range, you can enter 

• whole numbers,      
• floating point numbers,  
• a date or
• words.

1

1

2

2

14.7.1
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2

1

A "unavailable" value      can be entered using one or more hyphens. 

If the value range is a date, a calendar      opens instead of the keyboard. You can select 
a date, clear the current cell or add the "unavailable" value.

With a picker you can select from a list of words, in the wordset value range     .

14.7.1 1

2

Permanent keyboard input

If you also want to fill the next cell using the keyboard, use 
the "Next" key      on your keyboard. The next cell is selected 
depending on your selected settings in the quick settings      
(single / all traits and skip cells on / off). This cell can then also 
be filled using the keyboard.

14.7.2

  
 Your keyboard may look different depending 
on your phone. Instead of the word "next" 
e.g. an arrow to the right might be displayed.

4

4

3

3

1

3

3
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Leaving the keyboard input

There are several ways to exit:

• close the keyboard (down arrow below the key-
board), 

• press the "X" above the keyboard, 

• When the calendar is open, press the gray area out-
side the calendar to close it.

14.7.3

I    If the entered value is not in the value range    , an error 
message appears and the keyboard remains open. Please 
correct the input. These value checks are also carried out 
when you press "Next".

1

1

4

4

2

3

3

2

1 1

3
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Switching off the screen during a trial

If smatrix is in trial view and “listen” mode is activated, 
the screen can be switched off. Speech input will conti-
nue running.

Activate "„Echo on / off“  and "„Position on / off“”  
when using smatrix with the screen turned off so that you 
are receiving constant updates about your position and 
the values entered.

The "Three Dot" context menu

When tapping the „Three Dot button“ the trial can be 
edited, copied or deleted.
Moreover you can check the table for empty cells and 
access help like the speech command list and the 
manual from here.

Finally you enter the dialog settings from here (see 
chapter 14.10, page 50)    .

14.8

14.9

3

1

2

1

2

3
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2

Dialog settings

Barge in on / off
 
If “Barge in” is activated, you can interrupt smatrix
anytime.

If “Barge in” is deactivated      , you can speak only
after smatrix finishes any readouts or prompts.

“Barge in” can be switched on or off at any time
during a trial by the voice command “Barge in on” 
and “Barge in off”, respectively. 
 

14.10

14.10.1

1

1

     Attention: “Barge in” is available only after connec-
ting a headset to your device. Without a headset, smatrix 
might listen to its own speech output and the resulting 
feedback loop will cause input errors. If no headset
is connected, “Barge in” is automatically deactivated.

Echo on / off 

If “Echo” is activated      , smatrix repeats any value
entered. If “Echo” is deactivated, the value entered
will not be repeated. Instead, a beep will be audible. 

“Echo” can be switched on or off at any time during
a trial by the voice command “Echo on” and “Echo
off”, respectively. 
 

     Attention: If “Barge in” is activated, smatrix’ “Echo”
and “Position feedback” can be interrupted at any time
by entering a value or by giving a speech command. If
“Barge in” is switched off, voice commands will be ac-
cepted only after the “Echo” and/or the “Position feed-
back”

2

14.10.2
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Position on / off 

If “Position” is activated      , smatrix reads
out any change in trial unit and/or trait when switching
cells. If “Position” is deactivated, trial unit
and/or trait will not be read out.

“Position” can be switched on or off at any time 
during a trial via the voice command “Position on” 
and “Position off”, respectively. 

Confirmations on / off

If “Confirmations” is activated     , smatrix asks for 
confirmation when using voice commands that set/de-
lete more than one value. 
This is the case, for example, with the command 
"Fill trial unit with not available".
 
If you use the dialog setting "Confirmations off", 
these voice commands will be executed directly     
without prompting.

1

1

2

2

14.10.3

14.10.4
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EXPORTING YOUR COLLECTED DATA

When you finished working on your trial you have several 
options to export your trial 1 .

You can:
• export the trial structure and the collected data as 

Excel file.
• export the data as unformatted csv file.
• export the trial structure as DCI file (smatrix to      

smatrix)

After choosing the desired format, an app for further 
processing the trial (e.g. sending or saving on the de-
vice) can be selected      .
For instance, the trial can be sent using an email app or
saved on your device using a file manager app.

Re-Importing the data into your trial             
management software

If you imported your trial structure from a trial managment 
software the re-import is just as easy.
smatrix will choose automatically the appropriate file for-
mat and will open the file / app selector (depending on 
installed software on your device).
From there you can pass on the file as described in 
chapter 10 and import it again into your trial management 
software.

3

15

     Attention: If you do not get the option to pick an app 
for completing the export after choosing the file format, 
you might have selected “Always”      at an earlier point 
or set up a different app as your default app.

To make this option available, you need to modify the 
system settings of Android as follows:
• Enter the "settings" menu of your smartphone.
• Tap on "Apps" or "Application settings"
• Choose the app which is being opened when expor-

ting a trial (not smatrix).
• Tap on "Set as Default" and "Clear defaults" (wordings 

may vary

4

1

2

2

3

4

15.1
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TRIAL STRUCTURE EXAMPLES

Example 3 – Fungicide Trial on Different Leaf Levels

This trial consists of four repetitions with ten plants each. Fungal pests are rated on three
leaf levels (F; F-1; F-2).

Ideally, you configure trials with leaf levels or multi-level traits via your preferred trial 
management system (see chapter 9 and following).

However, if this is no option for you you may try the following work-arounds:

I.1
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Option 1: 

Leaf levels are set up as the lowest hierarchy level. In that case, the trial set up is as 
follows:

1st level: “Repetition” (Start value 1, End value 4)
2nd level: “Plant” (Start value 1, End value 10)
3rd level: “Leaf” (Start value 1, End value 3)

Additional pests, which have not been previously set up, can now be added without much
effort if encountered in the field.

Leaf level option 1

I.1
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I.1 Option 2: 

The leaf level is not set up as the hierarchy level (see above) but will be linked to
each pest. Trial set up is as follows:

1st level: “Repetition” (Start value 1, End value 4)
2nd level: “Plant” (Start value 1, End value 10)

Each trait (pest) has to be set up for each leaf level, e.g. “Sep-1”, “Sep-2” and “Sep-
3” for “Septoria” on leaves 1 to 3. Alternative trait names like “Septoria leaf 2” for
“Sep-2” are useful.

Leaf level option 2
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